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About This Game

In the world of Majesty, you are the ruler of the Kingdom. Your rule is not absolute, however, as you face subjects that are
independent and stubborn. They will need a great deal of persuasion before they carry out your wishes...

Includes all Majesty 2 content:

Majesty 2

Kingmaker expansion

Battles of Ardania expansion

Monster Kingdom expansion
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The Kingmaker game editor enables players to create their own missions. Also included is every item, quest, unit and building
previously only available for purchase using the in-game store. This additional content includes new spells, weapons, units,

heroes, buildings, quests and more.

Main Features:

Real-time strategy with indirect control – your heroes have a will of their own

Build the ultimate fantasy kingdom and experience an engaging world, but beware: monsters are waiting to lay siege to
your domain

Defend your realm with noble warriors, spell-wielding wizards, or wild barbarians

Multiplayer for up to 4 players over LAN
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Title: Majesty 2 Collection
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
1C:InoCo
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2011
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English,French,German
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\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Majesty
2\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Graphics\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Tear Inducing
Good
[\u2192 Average \u2190]
Bad
Chisel and Stone had better results

Graphics Thoughts :
For the time this game released the graphics were about what i would say was average for the time and this type of game.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Audio\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Like Angels Singing
Good
[\u2192 Average \u2190]
Bad
I rather be deaf then listen to another second

Audio Thoughts :
Audio isn't terrible or great, just adequate

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Game Play\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Everything else will be pale in Comparison
[\u2192 Good \u2190]
Average
Bad
Pushing a hoop with a stick was more fun

Game Play Thoughts :
The game play is where this game stands out, where there isn't many like it. Most RTS games you build your base\/town and
control your units, In majesty your units are not controllable directly and actually move around on their own accord. You can
provide for them with a market place or blacksmith so they can buy supplies and in return provide revenue to you their king.
You can convince them to attack\/defend\/explore with Flags which you give a gold reward for them completing the objective.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Story\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
A story for the ages
Good
Average
[\u2195In between these two\u2195]
Bad
I lost brain cells listening to this

Story Thoughts :
The story is....present? There's a general theme of what you're doing but is only delivered with a few paragraphs of dialog in
every mission you tackle, while the adviser can say a humorous thing from time to time there wasn't really a whole lot of focus
on the story. I don't believe this takes away from the game but even by RTS standards there is a lack of story.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Difficulty\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Hell Nightmare 1 hit you die
Hard
[\u2195In between these two\u2195]
Average
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Easy
I forgot I was playing and won

Difficulty Thoughts :
There are many missions you can sit back, make your town, and enjoy watching your heroes run around doing your bidding.
There is also several where you will have to focus up and manage very well to succeed which can be quite tedious but enjoyable.
It never enters the territory of what i would call truly Hard (except for "Mortal Foibles of Kings" rush wizard towers is how i got
past this one)

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Game Length\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
(To beat, Not completionist)
I blinked and it was over (5 hours or less)
Short (5 to 15 hours)
Medium (15 to 30 hours)
[\u2192 Long (30 to 50 hours) \u2190]
You better settle in (50 hours plus)
All Grind (As many hours as you're willing to put in)

Game Length Thoughts :
To complete the main game(expansions not included) i think at a comfortable pace you can complete it in 40ish hours. The
expansions can range from 15 to 20 a piece. This is of course subjective to how often you have to restart a mission or what
game speed you have set.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Worth The Money?\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
I would say for 20 to 25 dollars for the whole collection is easily a fair price. I think you can pick up the game without the
expansions for 9.99 which is also a fair price to try it out i would say.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Bugs?\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
The only bug I've ever ran into is where when i try to resurrect a third hero in a guild it would kill off one of the other heroes in
the guild. This only happened once in on mission.

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/Final Thoughts\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
If you like RTS and the idea of providing for your heroes rather then directly telling them what to do, then check it out for sure.
You'll know pretty quick around an hour if you should return this or not. This has been one of my favorite games for quite some
time and one of the few that i come back to every once in a while to rule as "your majesty"
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